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Abstract
A static analysis of the application of rule sequences is very desirable for rule based applications.
The underlying theory of such applications is algebraic graph transformations, which also give
us great tools for the study of rule sequences. In [6] certain applicability criteria have been
introduced, such that the applicability of rule sequences can be guaranteed to a given graph.
The non-applicability of a rule sequence can be checked with the non-applicability criteria,
proposed as well in [6].
This thesis applies the criteria to different case studies and investigates their viability. The goal
is to find ways of optimization for further improvements.

Zusammenfassung
Eine statische Überprüfung der Anwendbarkeit von Regelsequenzen ist für regelbasierte Applikationen von großer Bedeutung. Für solche Applikationen sind algebraische Graphtransformationen die theoretische Grundlage, die uns nützliche Werkzeuge für die Analyse von
Regelsequenzen liefern. In [6] wurden bestimmte Anwendbarkeitskriterien eingeführt, die die
Anwendbarkeit von Regelsequenzen auf einem gegebenen Graphen sicherstellen sollen. Die
Nicht-Anwendbarkeit einer Regelsequenz wird anhand von den ebenfalls eingeführten NichtAnwendbarkeitskriterien überprüft.
Diese Arbeit soll die oben gennanten Anwendbarkeitskriterien für Regelsequenzen anhand verschiedene Beispiele validieren um mögliche Optimierungen zu finden.
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1. Introduction
In order to enable the static analysis of the applicability of rule sequences to a given graph,
sufficient applicability and non-applicability criteria have been introduced in [6].
For the validation of these criteria, we will investigate the applicability and non-applicability
of rule sequences in different case studies. The first one, "Basic Shopping" models a basic
procedure of buying items via an order that has been issued before. This case study will be
used not only to validate the criteria but also to illustrate the introduced theory. The case study
"Shopping", is an extension of "Basic Shopping". It models still a buying procedure but
with some more requirements. The third case study "Minicomputer" models a mathematical
system to perform summations in hexadecimal.
The first case study is introduced in chapter 2, where the basic notions of algebraic graph
transformations are presented.
Chapter 3 describes the dependency and independency concepts on a graph transformation
level illustrated with examples from "Basic Shopping". Bringing these concepts to a higher
level, chapter 4 describes the dependency and independency of rules.
In chapter 5, the applicability and non-applicability criteria are listed. Using these criteria, the
applicability and non-applicability of rule sequences from the case study "Basic Shopping"
are analyzed in this chapter.
The graph transformation tool environment AGG is used in chapter 6 to perform the analysis of
the applicability and non-applicability of rule sequences.
Case studies Shopping and Minicomputer are introduced in chapter 7. Based on the applicability and non-applicability criteria from chapter 5 we will analyze here the applicability
and non-applicability of rule sequences to different graphs. The results achieved here and the
corresponding validation of the applicability and non-applicability criteria are in chapter 8. Conclusion and Outlook are presented in chapter 9.
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2. Fundamentals
In this chapter we introduce the notions of graph transformation systems and its algebraical
basic principles as presented in [1]. Moreover, the running example "Basic Shopping" is
presented.
Definition 2.0.1 (graph and graph morphism).
A graph G = (GE , GV , s,t) consists of a set GE of edges, a set GV of vertices and two mappings
s,t : GE → GV , assigning to each edge e ∈ GE a source q = s(e) ∈ GV and target z = t(e) ∈ GV .
A graph morphism (short morphism) f : G1 → G2 between two graphs Gi = (Gi,E , Gi,V , si ,ti ),
(i = 1, 2) is a pair f = ( fE : GE,1 → GE,2 , fV : GV,1 → GV,2 ) of mappings, such that fV ◦ s1 =
s2 ◦ fE and fV ◦ t1 = t2 ◦ fE .
A morphism f : G1 → G2 is injective (resp.surjective) if fV and fE are injective (resp. surjective)
mappings.
Example 2.1
The graph T G = (T GE , T GV , sT G ,tT G ), shown in Fig. 2.1, is a graph with a set T GE =
{makes, contains, o f , closed} of edges and a set T GV = {Customer, Order, Item, Product} of
vertices. The mappings s,t : T GE → T GV are defined as follows: sT G (makes) = Customer,
tT G (makes) = Customer, sT G (contains) = Order, tT G (contains) = Item, sT G (o f ) = Item,
tT G (o f ) = Product, sT G (closed) = Customer and tT G (closed) = Order.

Figure 2.1.: Graph TG
Consider now the morphism f = ( fE , fV ), f : G → T G between two graphs G = (GE , GV , s,t)
and TG as in Fig. 2.2 with green color. In this case, the graph morphism f is neither
injective nor surjective.
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Figure 2.2.: Graph morphism between graph G of "Basic Shopping" and Type Graph
As we see in Fig. 2.2, it is possible to have different types of vertices in a graph. As used
in software programming, sometimes we want to assign a type and with it a behavior to the
elements of the graph. Usually we do this using a type graph.
Definition 2.0.2 (Typed graph and typed graph morphism).
Given the type graph T G = (VT G , ET G , sT G ,tT G ), a typed graph is a tuple (G,type) where G =
(GV , G, s,t) is the underlying graph and type : G → T G is a graph morphism.
A typed graph morphism f : G1 T → G2 T between two typed graphs (Gi T =
(Gi,E , Gi,V , si ,ti ),typei ), (i = 1, 2) is a graph morphism f : G1 → G2 , such that type2 ◦ f = type2 .
Definition 2.0.3 (rule, direct transformation and transformation).
l

r

• A graph transformation rule p : L ← K → R consists of a rule name p and a pair of
injective morphisms l : K → L and r : K → R. The graphs L, K and R are called the
left-hand side (LHS), the interface, and the right-hand side (RHS) of p, respectively.
p,m

• A direct transformation G ⇒ H via a rule p : L ← K → R and a match m : L → G consists
of the double pushout [7] (DPO)
Lo
m



Go

K


D

/R
h


/H

∗

• A transformation, denoted as G0 ⇒ Gn , is a sequence G0 ⇒ G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Gn of direct
transformations.
Example 2.2

Figure 2.3.: Rule Create Costumer of "Basic Shopping"
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Definition 2.0.4 (rule and transformation with NACs, applicability of rule with NACs).
l

r

• A negative application condition or NAC(n) on p for a rule p : L ← K → R (l,r injective)
is an arbitrary morphism n : L → N. A morphism g : L → G satisfies NAC(n) on L, written
g |= NAC(n), if and only if 6 ∃ q : N → G injective such that q ◦ n = g.
L


n

/N

g
Xq

Gr

A set of NACs on p is denoted by NACp = {NAC(ni )|i ∈ I}. A morphism g : L → G
satisfies NACp if and only if g satisfies all single NACs on p i.e. g |= NAC(ni ) ∀i ∈ I.
• A rule (p, NACp ) with NACs is a rule with a set of NACs on p.
p,g

• A direct transformation G ⇒ H via a rule p : L ← K → R with NACp and a match g : L → G
consists of the double pushout [7] (DPO)
Lo
g



Go

K


D

/R
h


/H

where g satisfies NACp , written g |= NACp . Since pushouts along injective morphisms
always exist, the DPO can be constructed if the pushout complement of K → L → G
exists. If so, we say that the match g satisfies the gluing condition of rule p. If there exists
a morphism g : L → G which satisfies the gluing condition and g |= NACp we say that rule
p is applicable to G via the match g.
Example 2.3

Figure 2.4.: Rule Create Order of "Basic Shopping" with negative application condition
In Fig. 2.4 we have an example for a rule with a negative application condition. The box in
the middle represents the left-hand side of the rule and the box on the right the right-hand
side while the box on the left shows the NAC. The interface K of the rule has been omitted
due to an easier illustration. In this case it would be the same as the left-hand side of the
rule. The NAC orderExistsAlready does not allow a customer to have more than one order.
Leaving the interface out again, Fig. 2.5 shows a direct transformation on the graph G via
the rule orderItem.
Definition 2.0.5 (Graph Transformation System).

Gabriela Ospina, # 214 964
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Figure 2.5.: Direct transformation via the rule orderItem
A graph transformation system GST = (P) is a set P = {r1 ,...,r2 } of graph transformation rules.
A typed graph transformation system GST = (TG, P) consist of a typed graph TG and a set of
typed transformation rules.
Definition 2.0.6 (Graph Grammar).
A graph grammar GG = (GST, S) consist of a graph transformation system GST and a start
graph S. It can be untyped as well as typed.
Example 2.4
An example for a typed graph grammar would be our "Basic Shopping" grammar consisting
of the type graph TypeGraph as in Fig. 2.1, the set of rules in Fig. 2.6 and the start graph
S shown in Fig. 2.7.

8
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Figure 2.6.: Graph transformation system consisting of the rules of "Basic Shopping"

Figure 2.7.: Start Graph of "Basic Shopping"
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3. Dependency and Independency of Graph
Transformation
This chapter explains the dependency and independency concepts on the level of graph transformations using the example "Basic Shopping" for a better illustration.
Definition 3.0.7 (parallel dependent and independent transformations). A direct transformation
(r1 ,m1 )

(r2 ,m2 )

G =⇒ H2 with NACr2 is parallel dependent on G =⇒ H1 with NACr1 if one of the following
statements applies:
1. @h21 : L2 → D1 : d1 ◦ h21 = m2 or @h12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1 (delete-use-conflict)
2. there exists a unique h21 : L2 → D1 : d1 ◦ h21 = m2 , but e1 ◦ h21 6|= NACr2 or there exists a
unique h12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1 , but e2 ◦ h12 6|= NACr1 (produce-forbid-conflict).
(r2 ,m2 )

(r1 ,m1 )

A direct transformation G =⇒ H2 with NACr2 is parallel independent on G =⇒ H1 with
(r2 ,m2 )

(r1 ,m1 )

NACr1 if G =⇒ H2 is not parallel dependent on G =⇒ H1 . This means in particular that
∃h21 : L2 → D1 : d1 ◦ h21 = m2 such that e1 ◦ h21 |= NACr2 and h12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1 such
that e2 ◦ h12 |= NACr1 .
NO 1
n1

R1 o

K1



H1 o

 w

e1

D1

NO 2
n2

/ L1
L2 o
@@
~
@
~
@@
h21
h12
~~
m1 @@@
~~ m2
~
 ~
/Go
d1

/ R2

K2
' 

D2

d2

e2


/ H2

Example 3.1
As shown in Fig.

3.1 The transformation G

(closeOrder,m2 )

=⇒

H2 with NAC alreadyClosed is

(closeOrder,m1 )

parallel independent on G
=⇒
H1 with NAC alreadyClosed, where m1 maps on the
upper customer and m2 on the lower one. In this case, none of the transformations produce
something the other transformation would forbid. Also, none of them deletes something the
other one uses.
Definition 3.0.8 (sequential dependent and independent transformations). A direct transforma(r2 ,m2 )

(r1 ,m1 )

tion H1 =⇒ H2 with NACr2 is sequentially dependent on G =⇒ H1 with NACr1 if one of the
following statements applies:
1. @h12 : R1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m01 or @h21 : L2 → D1 : e1 ◦ h21 = m2 (produce-use-dependency)
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2. there exists a unique h12 : R1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m01 , but e2 ◦ h12 6|= NACr−1 or there exists
1
a unique h21 : L2 → D1 : e1 ◦ h21 = m2 , but d1 ◦ h21 6|= NACr2 (delete-forbid-dependency).
(r2 ,m2 )

(r1 ,m1 )

A direct transformation G =⇒ H1 with NACr1 is sequentially independent on G =⇒ H2 with
(r1 ,m1 )

(r2 ,m2 )

NACr2 if G =⇒ H1 is not sequentially dependent on G =⇒ H2 . This means in particular
that here exists a morphism h12 : R1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m01 such that e2 ◦ h12 |= NACr−1 and
1
h21 : L2 → D1 : e1 ◦ h21 = m2 such that d1 ◦ h21 |= NACr2 .
NO 1

NO 2

n1

n2

L1 o

K1
 w



Go

d1

D1

/ R1
L2 o
AA
}
A
}
AA
h12
h21
}}
A
}} m2
}
m01 AA
~}
/ H1 o
e1

d2

/ R2

K2
' 

D2

e2


/ H2

Example 3.2
As shown in Fig. 3.2 The transformation H1

(createOrder,m2 )

=⇒

H2 with NAC orderExistsAlready is

(createCustomer,m1 )

sequentially dependent on G
=⇒
H1 . In this case it is a produce-use-dependency
since the first transformation generates the vertice customer that the second transformation
needs.

12
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Figure 3.1.: Parallel independency
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Figure 3.2.: Sequential dependency
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4. Dependency and Independency of Rules
If we bring the concepts in chapter 3 to a higher level, we can define the dependency and
independency of rules.
Definition 4.0.9 (Parallel dependent and independent rules). Given two rules r1 andr2 : If every
(r2 ,m2 )

transformation G =⇒ H2 via r2 with NACr2 is parallel independent on any other transformation
(r1 ,m1 )

G =⇒ H1 via r1 with NACr1 , then we call r2 parallel independent on r1 .
Rule r2 is parallel dependent on rule r1 if rule r2 is not parallel independent on rule r1 .
(r2 ,m2 )

This means in particular, that there exists a transformation G =⇒ H2 via r2 with NACr2 and
(r2 ,m2 )

(r1 ,m1 )

a transformation G =⇒ H1 via r1 with NACr1 , such that G =⇒ H2 is parallel dependent on
(r1 ,m1 )

G =⇒ H1 .
Definition 4.0.10 (Sequential independent rules). Similar to the parallel independency of rules
we define the sequential independence.
(r2 ,m2 )

Given two rules r1 and r2 : If every transformation H1 =⇒ H2 via r2 with NACr2 is sequen(r1 ,m1 )

tially independent on any other transformation G =⇒ H1 via r1 with NACr1 , then we call r2
sequentially independent on r1 .
Rule r2 is sequentially dependent on rule r1 if rule r2 is not sequentially independent on rule r1 .
(r2 ,m2 )

This means in particular, that there exists a transformation H1 =⇒ H2 via r2 with NACr2 and a
(r1 ,m1 )

(r2 ,m2 )

transformation G =⇒ H1 via r1 with NACr1 , such that H1 =⇒ H2 is sequentially dependent
(r1 ,m1 )

on G =⇒ H1 .
Example 4.1
In Fig. 3.1 we have an example for two parallel independent transformations. Now, if we
change the graph G and we leave just one vertice customer with its respective vertice Order
and edge makes, both matches m1 and m2 would map the left-hand side of the rule on the
same image, and a produce-forbid-conflict would be generated. So we can see that not all
(closeOrder,m2 )

(closeOrder,m1 )

the transformations G
=⇒
H2 with NAC alreadyClosed and G
=⇒
H1 with
NAC alreadyClosed are parallel independent and we conclude that the rule closeOrder is
parallel dependent on itself.
The rule createOrder is sequentially dependent on the rule createCustomer as shown in Fig.
3.2. In this figure we have an example for dependency on a transformation level, but that is
already the proof for the dependency of the rules. The left-hand side of createCustomer is
completely embedded in the right-hand side of createCustomer, which is a common produceuse dependency.

Gabriela Ospina, # 214 964
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5. Applicability and Non-Applicability of
Rule Sequences
5.1. Applicability Criteria of Rule Sequences
In order to ensure the applicability of a sequence of rules to a start graph G0 , sufficient criteria
have been introduced in [4]. If the rule sequence fulfills these criteria, then it is applicable to
G0 .
Applicability criteria: These criteria assure the applicability of a rule sequence s: r1 r2 ...rn of
n rules to an arbitrary graph G0 .
• Initialization: Rule r1 is applicable to the graph G0 via the injective match m1 : L1 → G0 .
• No node deleting: Each rule in the rule sequence s must not delete object nodes.
• No impeding predecessors: ∀ ri , r j in s with 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, ri is parallel independent on
r j.
• Enabling predecessor: For each rule ri in s with 1 < i ≤ n:
◦ pure: There is a rule r j in s which is applicable via an injective match to G0 with
1 ≤ j < i ≤ n and ri is purely sequential dependent on r j . Moreover each NAC of ri
forbids a graph element of type t such that an element of type t is neither present in G0
nor produced by r j .
OR
◦ direct: There exists a concurrent rule rc of rule ri and ri−1 such that rc is applicable
via an injective match to G0 and rc is parallel independent on r j for all j < (i − 1).
OR
◦ not needed: ri itself is applicable to G0 via an injective match.
Theorem 5.1.1. Correctness of applicability criteria
Given a rule sequence s : r1 r2 . . . rn of n rules and a graph G0 . If the applicability criteria
are satisfied for rule sequence s and graph G0 , then this rule sequence is applicable to G0 with
rn
r1
injective matching. That means that there exists a graph transformation G0 =⇒
G1 . . . Gn−1 =⇒
Gn with injective matching. (See proof in [6])

Checking the Criteria on "Basic Shopping"
In the following, we are going to check the criteria with some rule sequences from our example
"Basic Shopping". First we are going to verify the applicability of each sequence sn to the start
graph G0 shown in Fig. 2.7
Remark 5.1.2. Note that in our example "Basic Shopping" each rule does not delete nodes.
Moreover, none of them deletes edges neither.

Gabriela Ospina, # 214 964
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s1 : CreateCustomer CreateOrder CloseOrder
· Initialization: The rule CreateCustomer is applicable to the start graph G0 via the match
m1 : L1 → G0 , with the empty graph morphism as m1 .
· No node deleting: Each rule in the rule sequence s1 is a non-deleting rule. CreateCustomer only generates a single node customer, CreateOrder provides the customer with
a node Order and creates an edge makes between the customer and the just generated
Order and CloseOrder closes the order with an edge closed between the nodes customer
and Order.
· No impeding predecessors: Starting with CloseOrder we have to check the parallel independence of each rule on its predecessors. The predecessors of CloseOrder are CreateOrder and CreateCustomer. Since all the rules do not delete any nodes or edges, no
delete-use-conflict can be generated. A produce-forbid-conflict would occur only in the
case that a predecessor of CloseOrder created an edge closed, but neither CreateCustomer
nor CreateOrder do that. So, we can say that the rule CloseOrder is parallel independent
on all its predecessors. Now, the rule CreateOrder has only the rule CreateCustomer as
predecessor. As we already saw that no delete-use-conflict can be generated, it remains
to prove that CreateCustomer does not produce any nodes or edges that CreateOrder
forbids. Since the rule CreateOrder has no NACs, it does not forbid anything the rule
createCustomer could produce. Therefore, we have seen that the rule CreateOrder is
parallel independent on its predecessor and consequently the criterion is fulfilled.
· Enabling predecessors:
· pure: Rule CreateOrder is purely sequential dependent on the rule CreateCustomer
since we can find an injective graph morphism l12 : LCreateOrder → RCreateCustomer . In
other words, the left-hand side of the rule CreateOrder can be completely embedded
in the right-hand side of the rule CreateCustomer.
The rule CloseOrder is purely sequential dependent on CreateOrder because the
left-hand side of CloseOrder can be embedded as well in the right-hand side of the
rule CreateOrder. So, the fourth criterion is also fulfilled.
Finally, it has been shown that all criteria are fulfilled and therefore s1 is applicable to G0 .
s2 : CreateCustomer CreateOrder OrderItem CloseOrder
· Initialization: As in S1 , the rule CreateCustomer is applicable to the graph G0 .
· No node deleting: As mentioned before, all rules in "Basic Shopping" are non-deleting
rules and therefore this criterion is fulfilled for all rule sequences in this example.
· No impeding predecessors: This sequence is very similar to sequence s1 but this time an
item has been ordered before the order is closed. So, in addition to the analysis in s1 we
have to check the parallel independency of CloseOrder on OrderItem and of OrderItem
on its predecessors. As already observed, the rules in "Basic Shopping" do not delete
any nodes or edges so that we can exclude delete-use-conflicts. The NAC OrderAlreadyClosed of rule CloseOrder forbids an edge closed between the nodes customer
and Order, but the rule OrderItem generates only an edge contains between the nodes
Order and Item. Therefore, CloseOrder is parallel independent on OrderItem. The
only NAC of OrderItem forbids that the order has been closed before and the only rule
that generates such a scenario is CloseOrder with an edge closed between customer

18
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and Order. The fact that CloseOrder is not a predecessor of OrderItem in s2 guarantees the absence of produce-forbid-conflicts. Thus, OrderItem is parallel independent
on its predecessors.
· Enabling predecessors:
· pure: As seen in rule sequence s1 , CreateOrder is purely sequential dependent
on CreateCustomer and CloseOrder on CreateOrder. Since OrderItem is not
purely sequential dependent on any of its predecessors, we have to check the next
criterion.
· direct: The concurrent rule rc of OrderItem and CreateOrder is not applicable to
the graph G0 . This rule demands with the LHS, a customer in the given graph. G0
however, does not contain any customer nodes.
· not needed: Rule OrderItem is not applicable to G0 .
Therefore, this criterion is not fulfilled.
Because of the failure of the last criterion, rule sequence s2 is not applicable to G0 .
s3 : CreateCustomer CreateOrder CloseOrder OrderItem
· Initialization: See Initialization of s1 .
· No node deleting: See No node deleting in s2 .
· No impeding predecessors: Sequence s3 and sequence s1 are almost the same, the only
difference being that after closing the order, s3 orders an item. So, the predecessors for the
rules CreateCustomer, CreateOrder and CloseOrder are the same as in s1 .Therefore
each rule keeps the parallel independency on its predecessors. It remains to prove that
OrderItem is parallel independent on CreateCustomer, CreateOrder and CloseOrder.
Because of the non-deleting characteristic of the rules, we can exclude again any deleteuse-conflicts and we can focus on the produce-forbid-conflicts. The NAC ClosedOrder
of rule OrderItem forbids that the order has already been closed before the application of
the rule. On the other hand, the intent of rule CloseOrder is to close the order generating
an edge between the object nodes customer and Order. This causes a produce-forbidconflict. Therefore, the rule OrderItem is not parallel independent on its predecessor
CloseOrder and this means that the no impeding predecessor criterion is not fulfilled.
With the failure of a single criterion, the applicability of s3 cannot be guaranteed anymore.
s4 : CreateCustomer CloseOrder
· Initialization: See Initialization criterion of s1
· No node deleting: See No node deleting criterion in s2 .
· No impeding predecessors: The rule CreateCustomer does not delete any nodes or edges
needed by CloseOrder. Moreover, it does not produce anything which CloseOrder
forbids. Therefore, the rule CloseOrder is parallel independent on the rule CreateCustomer.
· Enabling predecessors:
· pure: With just two rules in rule sequence s4 there is only one potential predecessor
to verify. CreateCustomer is the only predecessor of CloseOrder and CloseOrder
is not purely sequential dependent on it. So, the next criterion has to be checked.
· direct: This criterion is not fulfilled since there is no concurrent rule of CloseOrder

Gabriela Ospina, # 214 964
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and CreateCustomer applicable to G0 .
· not needed: The rule CloseOrder is not applicable to the graph G0 , thus this
criterion is also not fulfilled.
Again, one criterion is not satisfied and the applicability of rule sequence s4 is not assured.
s5 : CreateOrder CloseOrder
· Initialization: The rule CreateOrder is not applicable to the graph G0 . Therefore, this
criterion is not fulfilled.
With the failure of the first criterion, we already know that the applicability of sequence s5
to graph G0 is not guaranteed. Hence, it is not necessary to check the remaining criteria.

5.2. Non-Applicability Criteria of Rule Sequences
The case that one or more of the applicability criteria are not fulfilled, does not assure the
inapplicability of the rule sequence to the graph G0 . In [4], criteria for the non-applicability
have been introduced as well, but in contrast to the applicability criteria, the satisfaction of one
criterion is sufficient to assure the non-applicability of the rule sequence to the graph G0 .
Non-Applicability criteria: These criteria assure the non-applicability of a rule sequence s:
r1 r2 ...rn of n rules to an arbitrary graph G0 .
• Initialization error: Rule r1 is not applicable to the graph G0 .
OR
• No enabling predecessor: There is a rule ri in s with 1 < i ≤ n that is not applicable to
the graph G0 and for all rules r j in s with 1 ≤ j < i, ri is sequentially independent on r j .
Theorem 5.2.1. Correctness of non-applicability criteria
Given a rule sequence s : r1 r2 . . . rn of n rules and a graph G0 . If the non-applicability criteria
are satisfied for rule sequence s and graph G0 , then this rule sequence is not applicable to G0 .
rn
r1
That means that there exists no graph transformation G0 =⇒
G1 . . . Gn−1 =⇒
Gn . (See proof in
[6])

Checking the Criteria on "Basic Shopping"
s3 : CreateCustomer CreateOrder CloseOrder OrderItem
· Initialization error: Because of the applicability of rule CreateCustomer to G0 , this
criterion is not fulfilled.
· No enabling predecessors: None of the rules OrderItem, CloseOrder or CreateOrder
are applicable to graph G0 . But OrderItem and CloseOrder are sequentially dependent
on the rule CreateOrder as well as CreateOrder on CreateCustomer, so that this
criterion is not fulfilled.
With the failure of both criteria, the non-applicability of rule sequence s3 to the graph G0
cannot be assured.
s4 : CreateCustomer CloseOrder
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· Initialization error: As in s3 this criterion is not satisfied because of the applicability of
CreateCustomer to graph G0 .
· No enabling predecessors: The rule CloseOrder is not applicable to the graph G0 and is
sequentially independent on CreateCustomer. Therefore, this criterion is fulfilled.
With the fulfillment of the no enabling predecessor criterion, the non-applicability of s4
to G0 can be assured.
s5 : CreateOrder CloseOrder
· Initialization error: As mentioned above, the rule CreateOrder is not applicable to the
graph G0 . In this case, the criterion is fulfilled.
With the satisfaction of the Initialization error criterion, the non-applicability of rule
sequence s5 to graph G0 is guaranteed.
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6. Tool Support
AGG is a development environment for attributed graph transformation systems. It allows
graphs to be attributed by any kind of Java objects and graph transformations are made by
computations on these objects using Java expressions [3], [8]. The behavior of the system
is specified by graph transformation rules, based on the algebraic approach to graph transformation. Graph transformation systems are represented with graph grammars. It is possible
however, to assign more than one graph to a graph grammar. The double pushout approach
used in this thesis is also incorporated into AGG and can be invoked by choosing the options
identification and dangling.
This chapter is about the applicability analyzer tool feature by AGG. To show the mode of
operation, we keep working with the example "Basic Shopping" of the previous chapters.

6.1. Tool Environment

Figure 6.1.: Screen shot of AGG user interface
AGG provides a graphical user interface for graphs and rules as well as a textual editor for Java
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expressions. Fig. 6.1 shows the graphic user interface. On the left side is an explorer in tree
form of the opened graph grammar(s). The tool on the right side serves to define the node types
and the edge types that are going to be used in the graph grammar. The selected graph on the
left side is shown in the lower middle box while the selected rule is shown in the upper one.

6.2. Graphs and Rules
Graphs in AGG are directed and they can be typed and attributed. But since we are working
with non-attributed graphs in the example "Basic Shopping", relevant for us is the type characteristic. Types are shown like in Fig. 6.2 by a string and a layout. Graph rules are based on

Figure 6.2.: Type graph of "Basic Shopping" in AGG
the algebraic approach as introduced in [2]. They are composed of a left-hand side (LHS) and
a right-hand side (RHS). They also may contain negative application conditions (NAC). The
nodes and edges of the LHS that are not labeled by some number are the elements to be deleted
and the not labeled nodes and edges of the RHS are the elements to be generated. As shown in
Fig. 6.3 the edge Contains is not labeled and thus generated. The nodes and edges that are

Figure 6.3.: Rule OrderItem of "Basic Shopping" with NAC ClosedOrder
not labeled in the NAC are the forbidden ones. In Fig 6.3 for example, the NAC ClosedOrder
forbids a node customer with an edge closed to the node order, we are working on. That
would imply that the order of the LHS is already closed.
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6.3. Applicability Analyzer Tool
After having defined the graph grammar it is possible to check the applicability of rule sequences to the graphs shown in the grammar explorer on the left side of the GUI in AGG.
The applicability tool as shown in Fig. 6.4 is situated under "Analyzer/Applicability of Rule
Sequence/Define". All the rules of the grammar are listed in a box on the upper side of the
window. The graph to which the applicability of the rule sequences are going to be analyzed
has to be selected on the main GUI.

Figure 6.4.: Applicability tool in initial state

With the button "New Sequence" on the right top corner we can define a new rule sequence.
By clicking on one rule and then on the button "Add", we attach the rule to the sequence. The
order in that we add the rules is the order of the rules in the sequence. However, it is possible to
delete a rule after being inserted. Existing sequences can be deleted and duplicated.
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Applicability criteria
In the following, we want to check the applicability of sequence s1 : ( CreateCustomer CreateOrder CloseOrder ) from last chapter to G0 .
By selecting the rule sequence from the list and then clicking on "Check" we start the calculations. When it is done, the sequence will adopt a color as shown in Fig. 6.5. The color green
means that the sequence is applicable to the selected graph. Clicking on "Result" lets us see

Figure 6.5.: Sequence s1 after the applicability check
a more detailed analysis of the applicability and non-applicability criteria respectively. Fig. 6.6
shows us the results for the applicability of s1 to graph G0 in a matrix. The criteria are listed in
columns and the rules are represented by the rows.
The color green in a cell means that the criterion in this column is fulfilled for the corresponding
rule. The color orange denotes the not satisfaction of the criterion. If a cell has the color gray at
the end, it is because it was not longer necessary to check this criterion.
For the applicability of the rule sequence to the graph, it is indispensable that certain cells have
the color green. That is the case for the first cell in column Initialization, since the first rule in
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Figure 6.6.: Applicability of rule sequence s1 to graph G0
the sequence has to be applicable to the given graph. The entire second column has to be green
because the criterion no node deleting has to be fulfilled for each rule in the sequence. In the
(3)no impeding predecessor column, all cells except the first one have to be set green since
the criterion demands the parallel independency for each rule on its predecessors. The columns
(4a), (4b) and (4c) constitute the criterion enabling predecessor such that, for each rule (in
the matrix as rows) except the first one at least one cell in those columns has to be green.
Non-applicability criteria
Similar to that, the non-applicability results can be shown in another window as shown in
Fig. 6.7. They have the same visual layout as in the applicability analysis. The columns in
the matrix represent the criteria and the rules are listed in rows. The orange color in the cells
indicates, as before, the failure of the criterion.

Figure 6.7.: Non-applicability of rule sequence s1 to graph G0
Now, we want to use the tool to check the non-applicability of the rule sequence s5 : ( CreateOrder CloseOrder ) to G0 , which, as we already know, collapses by the Initialization error
criterion.
This time the sequence has turned red after the applicability check. This stands for the
non-applicability of the sequence to the graph G0 .
In the detailed analysis of the nonapplicability we see that the first cell in the column
(1)Initialization error adopted the color red. In this window, the color red stands for the
satisfaction of the criterion. In the case of the non-applicability, it suffices if a single cell in the
matrix has turned red to ensure the non-applicability of the rule sequence to the given graph.
This follows from the disjunction of the non-applicability criteria.
In Fig. 6.8 is shown the applicability analysis of s5 to G0 as well. As expected, the first
cell in column Initialization has turned orange. It has assumed this color because the rule
CreateOrder is not applicable to the graph G0 .
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Figure 6.8.: Non-applicability check for sequence s5 to graph G0
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7. Case Studies
7.1. Shopping
We have been working with the Basic Shopping example, to a better illustration of the theory. In this case study we are extending this example to analyze a model, which specifications
demand to delete something.

Description
Shopping will use the same type graph and the same rules as Basic Shopping. Furthermore,
the rule DeleteCustomer will be added. Shopping still describes a very basic buying process.
There are customers, orders and items. A customer can make an order and items can be added
to this order. A customer can also close an order but a customer may not have more than one
order. New customers can be added and existing customers can be deleted as well.

Modeling "Shopping"

Figure 7.1.: Rule DeleteCustomer of "Shopping"
Fig. 7.2 shows the rules of Shopping, which have been adopted from Basic Shopping. The
new rule DeleteCustomer is shown in Fig. 7.1.
The customers, orders and items are represented by nodes. The process of making and closing
an order, as well as adding items to an order are described by the rules CreateOrder, CloseOrder and OrderItem, in which the edges makes, closed and contains are created. The
fact that a customer is not allowed to have more than one order is illustrated by the NAC OrderExistsAlready. Rules CreateCustomer and DeleteCustomer are in charge of creating and
deleting customers, as the name suggests.

Applicability and Non-Applicability of Rule Sequences
For the analysis of the applicability and non-applicability of rule sequences, it is necessary to
determine the parallel and sequential dependencies of the rules in the sequence. AGG provides
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Figure 7.2.: Rules CreateCustomer, CreateOrder, OrderItem and CloseOrder of
"Shopping"

us with a very helpful tool for this purpose. From the conflicts matrix, as shown in Fig. 7.3,
we can determine if the rules are parallel dependent or independent. From the dependencies
matrix, as in Fig. 7.4, the sequential dependency or independency can be derived.
Graph G0 , as shown in Fig. 7.5, will be used for the applicability and non-applicability analysis
of the rule sequences tested in this section.

Checking the Criteria
We will start the analysis with very simple rule sequences to determine the effects, that rule
DeleteCustomer brings for the applicability and non-applicability analysis of a rule sequence.
s1 : DeleteCustomer CreateCustomer
· Initialization: Rule DeleteCustomer is not applicable to the graph G0 , since deleting the
node customer would violate the dangling condition of the DPO approach.
Thus, the applicability of rule sequence s1 to G0 cannot be guaranteed.
s2 : CreateCustomer DeleteCustomer
· Initialization: This criterion is fulfilled, because of the applicability of rule CreateCustomer to G0 .
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Figure 7.3.: Conflicts matrix of Shopping.

Figure 7.4.: Dependencies matrix of
Shopping.

Figure 7.5.: Graph G0 of "Shopping"

· No node deleting: Since rule DeleteCustomer deletes a node customer, this criterion is
not fulfilled.
Once again, rule DeleteCustomer is responsible for the failure of one criterion and thus
the applicability of s2 to G0 cannot be assured anymore.

The analysis of the applicability of rule sequences s1 and s2 has ended unsuccessfully.
In both cases, the failure of the non-fulfilled criterion led back to the rule DeleteCustomer.
Since we want to keep using the criteria for the applicability and non-applicability analysis, it
is possible to change the model so that the no node deleting criterion can be fulfilled and no
dangling condition violations appear.
Evidently, we have to change the rule DeleteCustomer. The first thought after analyzing sequence s1 is, to delete the edge makes between customer and Order instead of deleting the
node customer. This way, no dangling condition violations would occur. In some models
this change could indeed work, but in our case, it is not applicable, if we have a single node
customer as we have after applying the first rule in rule sequence s2 . After applying the rule
CreateCustomer to G0 , there are two customer nodes in the resulting graph. If we want to
apply the rule DeleteCustomer to the customer without order, there is no makes edge to
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delete.
So, we will modify the rule DeleteCustomer as shown in Fig. 7.6. The node catalog represents a customer list, with the record of all current customers. The edge isin means that the
customer is registered in the catalog. Rule DeleteCustomer does not delete nodes any more;
instead, it deletes the edge isin of the customer, that should be deleted, to the catalog.
Fig. 7.6 shows the rule DeleteCustomer after the modifications. For the further analysis we
will use this rule instead of the original one.

Figure 7.6.: Rule DeleteCustomer after the modifications
Due to the changes on the rule DeleteCustomer, the type graph, that Shopping has adopted
originally, has been extended, as shown in Fig. 7.7.

Figure 7.7.: New type graph of Shopping
Modifications in a rule of a graph transformation system, or in its type graph, without refactoring
the whole system, could cause irregularities in the behavior. In our case, a new node catalog
and a new edge isin have been added to the type graph. This elements have been introduced
to keep track of the current customers. Since shopping transactions are meant only for active
customers, all rules in Shopping have to be checked and eventually changed.
Fig. 7.8 shows the rules of Shopping after refactoring. Rule CreateCustomer creates a
customer node as before, but now it creates at the same time an edge isin from the customer
to the node catalog. The created customer is so, registered as a current customer. Since only
active customers are allowed to make an order, rule CreateOrder has been changed by adding
the customer of the rule to the catalog. Analogous to that, CloseOrder has been changed, such
that a deleted customer is not allowed to close an order. Rule OrderItem can now only be
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applied, if the customer, who owns the order, is still in the catalog.

Figure 7.8.: Rules of Shopping after refactoring
From now on, we will be working with the changed rules, as shown in Fig. 7.8, and for the
further analysis we also have adapted the given graph G0 . Fig. 7.9 shows graph G0 , to which,
from this point, the applicability of rule sequences will be checked.
After those modifications on the rules of Shopping the conflicts and dependencies matrices
have changed. Fig. 7.10 and 7.11 show the matrices after the rules have been modified.
Now, after the modifications in the model, rule sequences s1 and s2 should be applicable to
graph G0 . Sequence s1 deletes an existing customer from G0 and creates next a new one. While
s2 creates first a new customer and then deletes the old one. Both processes should be possible
in the new model. Following is the analysis of the applicability of these two rule sequences to
the graph G0 based on the applicability criteria.
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Figure 7.9.: Graph G0 after the adjustments

Figure 7.10.: New conflicts matrix of
Shopping.

Figure 7.11.: New dependencies matrix of Shopping.

s1 : DeleteCustomer CreateCustomer
Checking the applicability
· Initialization: Because of the applicability of rule DeleteCustomer to the graph G0 , this
criterion is fulfilled.
· No node deleting: After the modifications to the rule DeleteCustomer, no nodes are
being deleted by this rule. Moreover, in the new model, there are no node-deleting rules.
· No impeding predecessors: From the new conflicts matrix, shown in 7.10, we know that
rule CreateCustomer is parallel independent on rule DeleteCustomer. Therefore, this
criterion is fulfilled.
· Enabling predecessors:
· pure: Since CreateCustomer is not purely sequential dependent on DeleteCustomer, the next criterion has to be checked.
· direct: The concurrent rule of CreateCustomer and DeleteCustomer is certainly
applicable to G0 . This rule deletes an existing customer and creates a new one at the
same time.
The satisfaction of all criteria guarantees the applicability of s1 to G0 .
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s2 : CreateCustomer DeleteCustomer
Checking the applicability
· Initialization: This criterion is fulfilled, because of the applicability of rule CreateCustomer to G0 .
· No node deleting: Since, in the new model, there are no node-deleting rules. This
criterion is fulfilled.
· No impeding predecessors: We can observe in the conflicts matrix, shown in 7.10, that
rule DeleteCustomer is parallel independent on rule CreateCustomer. Thus, this
criterion is fulfilled.
· Enabling predecessors:
· pure: Since DeleteCustomer is purely sequential dependent on CreateCustomer,
this criterion is fulfilled.
As expected, the satisfaction of all criteria guarantees the applicability of s2 to G0 .
The analysis of rule sequences s3 to s9 will help us to find potential problems and eventually
errors in the model. In this section, we will perform the analysis. The validation proceeds in
next chapter.
s3 : DeleteCustomer CloseOrder
Rule sequence s3 deletes first the existing customer and it tries next to close the order that
the customer had from the beginning. This sequence should not be applicable to G0 , since an
already deleted customer should not be able to finish a shopping process.
Checking the non-applicability
· Initialization error: Rule DeleteCustomer is applicable to G0 , so this criterion is not
fulfilled.
· No enabling predecessors: Rule CloseOrder is applicable to the given graph, so this
criterion is also not fulfilled.
The non-applicability of rule sequence s3 to the graph G0 cannot be guaranteed since both
criteria have failed.
Although rule sequence s3 should not be applicable to G0 , the non-applicability criteria cannot
guarantee the non-applicability of the sequence.
s4 : DeleteCustomer OrderItem
This sequence deletes first the customer and then it orders an item for the order of the deleted
customer. Obviously, this should not happen. Ordering an item for a customer that is not longer
in the catalog should not be allowed.
Checking the non-applicability
· Initialization error: As before, rule DeleteCustomer is applicable to G0 . Therefore, this
criterion is not fulfilled.
· No enabling predecessors: Rule OrderItem is applicable to G0 , as well. This criterion is
therefore not fulfilled.
The failure of both criteria impedes the guarantee of the non-applicability of rule sequence
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s4 to the graph G0 .
Despite of the non-applicability of rule sequence s4 to G0 , the non-applicability criteria do not
hold.
s5 : DeleteCustomer CreateOrder
Sequence s5 tries to make an order for a customer after deleting the record of this customer from
the catalog.
Checking the non-applicability
· Initialization error: This criterion is not fulfilled because rule DeleteCustomer is applicable to G0 .
· No enabling predecessors: Rule CreateOrder is not applicable to G0 . As this criterion
demands, CreateOrder is sequentially independent of DeleteCustomer so this criterion
is fulfilled.
The success of one criterion guarantees the non-applicability of rule sequence s5 to the
graph G0 .
s6 : DeleteCustomer CreateCustomer CreateOrder
This sequence deletes first the existing customer in G0 . Then, it creates a new one and makes
an order for the newly created customer. We expect this sequence to be applicable to the given
graph, since it should be possible to create a new customer along with a new order after removing an entry from the catalog. In the following, we will carry out the analysis and in the next
chapter we will get to the validation.
Checking the applicability
· Initialization: Because of the applicability of rule DeleteCustomer to G0 , this criterion
is fulfilled.
· No node deleting: This criterion is fulfilled, since, after the introduction of node catalog,
no rules delete nodes.
· No impeding predecessors: In the conflicts matrix, shown in Fig. 7.10, we can observe,
that rule CreateOrder is not parallel independent of its predecessor DeleteCustomer.
Therefore, this criterion is not fulfilled.
Thus, the applicability of rule sequence s6 to G0 cannot be assured.
Other than expected, the applicability of rule sequence s6 could not be guaranteed based on the
applicability criteria.
s7 : CreateCustomer DeleteCustomer CreateOrder OrderItem
Creating a customer, placing an order and then ordering an item is a process, that can be interrupted by deleting an existing customer from the catalog. It should still be possible to bring
this process to the end. So, sequence s7 creates first a customer. Next, it deletes the customer
that was originally in graph G0 . And finally, it makes an order for the remaining customer and
places an item for this order. We expect this sequence to be applicable.
Checking the applicability
· Initialization: Rule CreateCustomer is applicable to G0 and therefore, this criterion is
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fulfilled.
· No node deleting: See No node deleting criterion in s6 .
· No impeding predecessors: As in sequence s6 , DeleteCustomer is a predecessor of
CreateOrder and we know already that, rule CreateOrder is parallel dependent on rule
DeleteCustomer. Therefore, this criterion is not fulfilled.
Again, one criterion is not satisfied and the applicability of rule sequence s7 is not assured.
In contrast to our expectations, we cannot guarantee the applicability of this rule sequence.
s8 : CreateCustomer CreateOrder OrderItem DeleteCustomer CloseOrder After the application of the three first rules of sequence s8 , in G0 there are two customers with orders and one
of them has an item in the order. Rule DeleteCustomer deletes one of the customers and rule
CloseOrder should be applicable to the other customer. Thus, we expect this rule sequence to
be applicable.
Checking the applicability
· Initialization: Since rule CreateCustomer is applicable to G0 , this criterion is fulfilled.
· No node deleting: See No node deleting criterion in s6 .
· No impeding predecessors: In the conflicts matrix, shown in Fig. 7.10, we can observe,
that rule CloseOrder is parallel dependent on rule DeleteCustomer. Therefore, this
criterion is not fulfilled.
Again, one criterion is not satisfied and the applicability of rule sequence s8 to G0 is not
assured.

Other than expected, the applicability analysis of rule sequences s6 to s8 ended unsuccessfully.
In the next chapter we will get to it in more detail.
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7.2. Minicomputer
The minicomputer was introduced in 1968 by the belgian mathematician Frederique Papy, as a
method for teaching mathematic concepts to pupils in the first grades.
For this example we are using one of the possible calculations on the minicomputer. We use
here the representation and addition of numbers in hexadecimal. Their result should not be
bigger than FF16 .

Description
Each digit in a number is represented by a 2 ∗ 2 grid. Each grid square corresponds to one of
the numbers 1, 2, 4 and 8, holding each of them a color as shown in Fig. 7.12. Placing pieces

Figure 7.12.: Papy’s Minicomputer
on grid squares represents a number. Fig. 7.13 for example shows the representation of the
number 3. For the number 25 it is necessary to use two grids as shown in Fig. 7.14. Notice
that the number has to be read from right to left. The representation of the numbers A16 to F16

Figure 7.13.: Representation of the
number 3.

Figure 7.14.: Representation of the
number 25.

is done analogously. The sum of the values of the grid squares in which the pieces are placed
determines the number we are representing. Fig. 7.15 shows, for example, the representation
of the number B16 .
There are some principles to follow by using the minicomputer:
i Two pieces in the white square, corresponding to the number one, should be replaced by
one piece in the square corresponding to the number two, the red one, in the same grid.
ii Two pieces in the red square, corresponding to the number two, should be replaced by
one piece in the square corresponding to the number four, the rose one, in the same grid.
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Figure 7.15.: Representation of "B" in basis 16.

iii Two pieces in the rose square, corresponding to the number four, should be replaced by
one piece in the square corresponding to the number eight, the dark yellow one, in the
same grid.
iv Two pieces in the dark yellow square, corresponding to the number eight, should be
replaced by a piece in the square corresponding to the number one, the white one, in the
next grid.
v Each grid square may hold only one piece.
The summation of two numbers is performed by placing first the pieces for each number on the
minicomputer and then making use of the principless [i] to [iv] till principle [v] is fulfilled. Fig.
7.16 and 7.17 show the sum 1 + 1 + 1. In Fig. 7.16 we have placed three pieces on the white
grid square. Each piece stands for the number 1. So we have 1 + 1 + 1. Fig. 7.17 shows the
minicomputer after the summation has been carried out. Two pieces have been removed from
the white square and one piece has been placed in the red grid square according to principle [i].
Now, principle [v] is fulfilled and the result is one piece in the white square and one piece in the
red one, which represents the number 3.

Figure 7.16.: Minicomputer before the
sum is effected.

Figure 7.17.: Minicomputer after the
summation is carried out.

The summation of B16 and F16 will produce a larger result. This is because B16 + F16 = 1A16 .
In this case, we need two grids to represent the result of the summation, but this follows after
using the principle [iv].
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Figure 7.18.: Representation of F16 .

Figure 7.19.: Representation of F16
and B16 in the same grid.

Figure 7.20.: Minicomputer after the summation. Representation of 1A16

Modeling the Minicomputer
First, we have the type graph shown in Fig. 7.21. It models the minicomputer grids and the
pieces. The nodes 1, 2, 4 and 8 represent the grid squares and the node p the pieces. The edges
neighbor connect nodes in the same grid and the edge next stands for the transition from one
grid to the next one.
Then, we have the rules as shown in Fig. 7.22 that model the minicomputer behavior. The rule
"1+1" models the principle [i]. Two pieces in the white field have to be replaced by a piece in
the red one. Thus, two nodes p connected by an edge isin to a node 1 should be replaced by a
node p connected to the node 2 from the same grid.
Remark 7.2.1. For the correct behavior of the minicomputer, nodes should be deleted. However,
for the applicability analysis later on, it is desired, that the minicomputer model does not delete
any nodes. From the case study Shopping we know, that it is possible to evade the node deleting
problem by changing the model. In this case, we have solved the problem by deleting only
edges. So, loose p nodes ( p nodes without adjacent edges) are meant to be "not there".
Similar to rule "1+1" are rules "2+2", "4+4" and "8+8" modeling the principles [ii],[iii] and
[iv] respectively.

Applicability and Non-Applicability of Rule Sequences
In this section we will check the applicability and non-applicability of the rule sequences listed
in table 7.1 first to graph G0 and then to graph G1 .
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Figure 7.21.: Type graph of Minicomputer

Analysis for G0
Graph G0 , as shown in Fig. 7.25, illustrates the first step of the summation of the numbers B16
and 616 . The nodes 1,2,4 and 8, joined together with neighbor edges represent the grids. The p
nodes, linked to the nodes 1, 8 and one of the p nodes linked to the node 2 represent the number
B16 . The other p nodes, the one in node 2 and the one in node 4, represent the number 616 . The
minicomputer is ready to start the summation.
Checking the Criteria
s1 : 1+1

2+2

Rule sequence s1 adds first two pieces from the grid square 1 and then, it adds two pieces from
2. Since in the start graph G0 , there is only one piece on the node, corresponding to the grid
square 1, we expect this sequence to be inapplicable to the given graph.
Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: Rule 1+1 is not applicable to G0 . Therefore, this criterion is fulfilled.
The satisfaction of a single criterion suffices to guarantee the non-applicability of rule
sequence s1 to G0 .
As expected, the non-applicability of this rule sequence can be guaranteed based on the nonapplicability criteria.
s2 : 2+2
This sequence adds two pieces from the grid square 2. Since the node corresponding to the
square 2 holds two pieces, this sequence is applicable to G0 .
Checking the Applicability
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Figure 7.22.: Rules of minicomputer
· Initialization: The rule 2+2 is applicable to the start graph G0 via a match m2 : L2 → G0 .
· No node deleting: Rule sequence s2 consists only of the rule 2+2 and this rule does not
delete any nodes. (See remark 7.2.1 )
· No impeding predecessors: Since the rule sequence contains only one rule, it is not necessary to check this criterion.
· Enabling predecessors: Analogous to the No impeding predecessors criterion, it is not
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Name

Rules

s1

1+1

2+2

s2

2+2

s3

2+2

4+4

s4

2+2

2+2

s5

1+1

1+1

s6

1+1

s7

4+4

1+1

s8

4+4

8+8

8+8

8+8

1+1

Table 7.1.: Tested rule sequences

Figure 7.23.: Conflicts matrix
Minicomputer.

of

Figure 7.24.: Dependencies matrix of
Minicomputer.

necessary to check this criterion because the rule sequence contains only one rule.
Concluding, s2 is applicable to G0 .
The applicability criteria guarantee accurately the applicability of rule sequence s2 to G0 .
s3 : 2+2

4+4

8+8

Sequence s3 adds first two pieces standing on node 2. Thereby, a piece is generated on node 4
in the same grid. Rule 4+4 takes this piece and one standing already in grid 4 and creates a
piece on the neighbor node 8. Finally, rule 8+8 adds the new piece and another one, already
being on node 8 and places a new piece on the node 1 from the next grid.
We noticed, that there have to be some given conditions in the graph, for the rule sequence in
order to be applicable. Since graph G0 satisfies this conditions, we expect this sequence to be
applicable to the given graph.
Checking the Applicability
· Initialization: The rule 2+2 is applicable to the start graph G0 via an injective match
m3 : L3 → G0 .
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Figure 7.25.: Graph G0 of Minicomputer

· No node deleting: Each rule in the rule sequence s3 does not delete any nodes. (See
remark 7.2.1 )
· No impeding predecessors: Starting with 8+8 we have to check the parallel independence
of each rule to its predecessors. The predecessors of 8+8 are 4+4 and 2+2 and the
predecessor of 4+4 is 2+2. For this purpose, we can use the conflicts matrix shown
in Fig. 7.23. From the matrix we can observe, that rule 8+8 has no conflicts to its
predecessors. So, rule 8+8 is parallel independent on them.
Rule 4+4 has no conflicts to its predecessor either. Rule 4+4 is parallel independent on
rule 2+2 as well.
Consequently this criterion is fulfilled.
· Enabling predecessors:
· pure: None of the rules in sequence s3 is purely sequential dependent on their
respective predecessors, since we cannot find an injective morphism from the
left-hand side of any of the rules to the right-hand side of its predecessor.
· direct: Rule 8+8 is not applicable to graph G0 . This criterion demands therefore,
the concurrent rule of rule 8+8 and the direct predecessor, such that this concurrent
rule is applicable to the given graph. However, this concurrent rule is not applicable.
Criterion enabling predecessor is therefore not fulfilled.
Because of the failure of the last criterion, we cannot guarantee the applicability of rule
sequence s3 to G0 .
Based on the applicability criteria, we could not guarantee the applicability of rule sequence
s3 to the graph G0 . For this sequence, the criteria do not hold. Suspecting that we have made
wrong assumptions, we will check the non-applicability.
Checking the Non-Applicability
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· Initialization error: Rule 2+2 is applicable to G0 , so this criterion is not fulfilled.
· No enabling predecessors: Rules 4+4 and 8+8 are not applicable to graph G0 . So
this criterion demands the sequential independency of these rules on its predecessors. As
we can see in Fig. 7.24 however, rule 4+4 is sequentially dependent on its predecesor
2+2 and rule 8+8 is sequentially dependent on 4+4. Thus, this criterion is not fulfilled.
Since both criteria have failed, we cannot make any statements about the non-applicability
of s3 to graph G0 .
Neither the applicability nor the non-applicability criteria hold in this case. Applying the rules
step by step though, we can perform each rule in the sequence. Chapter Validation gets to it
again in more detail.
s4 :2+2

2+2

Rule sequence s4 applies rule 2+2 straight after itself. Since in the grid square corresponding
to 2 in graph G0 , there are only two pieces, we expect this sequence to be non-applicable to
the graph G0 .
Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: This criterion is not fulfilled because of the applicability of rule 2+2
to G0 .
· No enabling predecessors: Rule 2+2 is applicable to graph G0 , such that this criterion
is not fulfilled.
The non-applicability of rule sequence s4 to the graph G0 cannot be assured because both
criteria have failed.
The non-applicability criteria do not hold for this sequence. In order to exclude wrong assumptions, we will check the applicability of this rule sequence to the given graph.
Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization: The rule 2+2 is applicable to the start graph G0 .Therefore, this criterion is
fulfilled.
· No node deleting: Since, each rule in the rule sequence s4 does not delete any nodes, (see
remark 7.2.1) this criterion is fulfilled.
· No impeding predecessors: This criterion requires the parallel independence of the rule
2+2 on its predecessor, rule 2+2. From the conflicts matrix shown in Fig. 7.23
however, we know that rule 2+2 is parallel dependent on itself. Thus, this criterion is
not fulfilled.
The failure of the criterion no impeding predecessors means, that the applicability of s4
to G0 cannot be guaranteed.
As in sequence s3 , we cannot make any statements about the applicability or the nonapplicability of s4 to G0 only based on the respective criteria. We will restate this problem
in the next chapter Validation.
Each rule in this case study needs for its application two pieces in a certain grid square. As no-
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ticed before, in graph G0 the grid square corresponding to 2 is the only one holding two pieces.
Therefore, only rule sequences, starting with rule 2+2, will fulfill the initialization criterion in
the applicability analysis. Rule sequences starting with other rules than 2+2 are non-applicable
to the graph G0 . Thus, rule sequences s5 to s8 are expected to be non-applicable.
s5 :1+1

1+1

Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: Rule 1+1 is not applicable to G0 , so this criterion is fulfilled.
The satisfaction of the Initialization error criterion assures the non-applicability of rule
sequence s5 to the graph G0 .
s6 :1+1
Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: Rule 1+1 is not applicable to G0 , therefore this criterion is fulfilled.
Similar to s5 , rule sequence s6 is not applicable to G0 since the Initialization error criterion is satisfied.
s7 :4+4

1+1

8+8

1+1

Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: Rule 4+4 is not applicable to G0 , thus criterion is fulfilled.
Hence, the non-applicability of rule sequence s7 to the graph G0 is assured.
s8 :4+4

8+8

Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: Rule 4+4 is not applicable to G0 , therefore, this criterion is fulfilled.
As in s7 , the satisfaction of the Initialization error criterion guarantees the nonapplicability of rule sequence s8 to the graph G0 .
As expected, the non-applicability of rule sequences s5 to s8 could be guaranteed based on the
success of the initialization error criterion.
Rule sequence

Applicable

Applicability Criteria

Non-Applicability Criteria

s1

No

-

Fulfilled

s2

Yes

Fulfilled

-

s3

Yes

Not Fulfilled

Not Fulfilled

s4

No

Not Fulfilled

Not Fulfilled

s5

No

-

Fulfilled

s6

No

-

Fulfilled

s7

No

-

Fulfilled

s8

No

-

Fulfilled

Table 7.2.: Applicability results on graph G0
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Analysis of G1

Figure 7.26.: Graph G1 of Minicomputer
Graph G1 , as shown in Fig. 7.26, illustrates the first step of the summation of the numbers 1D16
and 1516 . The nodes 1,2,4 and 8, joined together with neighbor edges represent the grids. The
number 1D16 is represented by three p nodes: one linked to the node 1 of the first grid, one
linked to the node 4 of the same grid and the last one linked to the node 1 of the second
grid.
The other p nodes linked to the nodes 1 and 4 of the first grid and the 1 node of the second
grid, along with the p node linked to the node 8 of the first grid represent the number 1516 . The
minicomputer is ready to start the summation.
Checking the Applicability Criteria
s1 : 1+1

2+2

For the applicability of this rule sequence, certain conditions have to be met. At least two pieces
have to stand on the grid square 1, and one piece on the 2.
Since graph G1 does not satisfy these requirements, we expect sequence s1 to be nonapplicable.
Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: Rule 1+1 is applicable to G1 . Therefore, this criterion is not fulfilled.
· No enabling predecessors: Rule 2+2 is not applicable to G1 . For the satisfaction of this
criterion, rule 2+2 should be sequentially independent on 1+1. As we can see in Fig.
7.24 however, rule 2+2 is sequentially dependent on its predecessor, rule 1+1. This
means, that criterion no enabling predecessors is not fulfilled.
Since none of the non-applicability criteria is fulfilled, the non-applicability of s1 to G1
cannot be assured.
We will perform the applicability analysis due to exclude wrong assumptions or errors in the
model.
Checking the Applicability
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· Initialization: Rule 1+1 is applicable to the start graph G1 . Therefore, this criterion is
fulfilled.
· No node deleting: Each rule in the rule sequence s1 does not delete any nodes. (See
remark 7.2.1 )
· No impeding predecessors: This criterion demands the parallel independence of rule 2+2
on its predecessor. From the conflicts matrix shown in Fig. 7.23 we can observe, that
rule 2+2 is parallel independent on rule 1+1 and therefore, this criterion is fulfilled.
· Enabling predecessors:
· pure: Rule 2+2 is not purely sequential dependent on its predecessor, rule 1+1,
since the left-hand side of rule 2+2 cannot be embedded in the right-hand side of
rule 1+1. Therefore, the next criterion has to be checked.
· direct: The concurrent rule of rules 1+1 and 2+2 is not applicable to the graph
G1 , so we have to check the next criterion.
· not needed: Rule 2+2 is not applicable to G1 .
Thus, the criterion enabling predecessor is not fulfilled.
With the failure of the fourth criterion we know, that s1 is not applicable to G1 .
Rule sequences s2 , s3 and s4 begin with rule 2+2. This rule demands two pieces on the grid
square 2. But since G1 does not offer such an scenario, we expect these sequences to be
non-applicable.
s2 : 2+2
Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: Because of the inapplicability of rule 2+2 to G0 , this criterion is
fulfilled.
The satisfaction of this criterion suffices to guarantee the non-applicability of s2 to G1 .
s3 : 2+2

4+4

8+8

Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: Rule 2+2 is not applicable to G1 , so this criterion is fulfilled.
The non-applicability of rule sequence s3 to the graph G1 can be guaranteed since criterion
initialization error has been successfully checked.
s4 :2+2

2+2

Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: This criterion is fulfilled because rule 2+2 is not applicable to G1 .
With the success of the first criterion, the non-applicability of s4 to G1 can be assured.
s5 :1+1

1+1

There are two grids in graph G1 . In each one, in the grid square 1, we can find two pieces.
Rule s5 applies rule 1+1 twice. We expect this sequence to be applicable, since it should be
possible to apply rule 1+1 once per grid.
Checking the Applicability
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· Initialization: The rule 1+1 is applicable to the start graph G1 via an injective match.
Therefore, this criterion is fulfilled.
· No node deleting: Each rule in the rule sequence s5 does not delete any nodes. (See
remark 7.2.1 )
· No impeding predecessors: For this criterion we have to check the parallel independence
of rule 1+1 to its predecessor, the rule 1+1 itself. Observing the conflicts matrix in
Fig. 7.23 however, we can conclude that, rule 1+1 is parallel dependent on itself. That
means, that this criterion is not fulfilled.
Being the third criterion not fulfilled, the applicability of s5 to G1 cannot be guaranteed.
Based on the applicability criteria, we cannot assure the applicability of rule sequence s5 . The
following non-applicability analysis could exclude wrong assumptions.
Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: Rule 1+1, the first in the rule sequence, is applicable to G1 , so this
criterion is not fulfilled.
· No enabling predecessors: Rule 1+1, in this case the last rule in the sequence, is
applicable to graph G0 , such that this criterion is not fulfilled.
Since both criteria have failed, we cannot make any statement about the non-applicability
of the sequence to the given graph based on the criteria.
s6 :1+1
Rule sequence s6 applies, in contrast to s5 , rule 1+1 only once. So, this sequence should be
applicable.
Checking the Applicability
· Initialization: The rule 1+1 is applicable to the start graph G0 via an injective match.
Thus, this criterion is fulfilled.
· No node deleting: Each rule in the rule sequence s6 does not delete any nodes. (See
remark 7.2.1 )
· No impeding predecessors: Since rule sequence s6 consists only on rule 1+1, this criterion does not have to be checked.
· Enabling predecessors: Similar to the no impeding predecessor criterion, this criterion
does not have to be checked, since the rule sequence contains only one rule.
Consequently, we can say that rule sequence s6 is applicable to graph G1 .
As expected, the applicability could be determined based on the applicability criteria.
s7 :4+4

1+1

8+8

1+1

Rule sequence s7 performs the summation of the numbers 1D16 and 1516 . We expect this sequence to be applicable, since it is possible to apply the rules step by step.
Checking the Applicability
· Initialization: The rule 4+4 is applicable to the start graph G1 via an injective match. So,
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this criterion is fulfilled.
· No node deleting: Each rule in the rule sequence s7 does not delete any nodes. (See
remark 7.2.1 )
· No impeding predecessors: For the satisfaction of this criterion, each rule in the rule
sequence has to be parallel independent on its predecessors. In this case however, rule
1+1, the last in the sequence, is parallel dependent on rule 1+1, the second rule in
s7 . This can be observed in the conflicts matrix shown in Fig. 7.23. This criterion is
therefore not fulfilled.
The applicability of rule sequence s7 cannot be assured, since criterion no impeding
predecessor has failed.
Other than expected, the applicability criteria do not hold in this case. Due to exclude potential
errors in the model, we will check the non-applicability criteria.
Checking the Non-Applicability
· Initialization error: Since rule 4+4 is applicable to G1 , this criterion is not fulfilled.
· No enabling predecessors: This criterion demands for all rules in the sequence except
for the first one, that in the case that a rule is not applicable to the given graph, it has
to be sequentially independent on its predecessors. Since rule 1+1 is applicable to G1 ,
we have to check only on rule 8+8. From the dependencies matrix in Fig. 7.24, we
can observe that, rule 8+8 is sequentially dependent on rule 4+4 which is one of its
predecessors. Therefore, this criterion is also not fulfilled.
Hence, the non-applicability of rule sequence s7 to the graph G0 cannot be stated.
s8 :4+4

8+8

Rule sequence s8 performs a calculation needed for the summation of the numbers 1D16 and
1516 . Although these rules do not have to occur consecutively in the whole summation, rule
4+4 has to be applied before rule 8+8. We expect thus, this sequence to be applicable.
Checking the Applicability
· Initialization: Rule 4+4 is applicable to the graph G1 via an injective match. Therefore,
this criterion is fulfilled.
· No node deleting: Each rule in the rule sequence s8 does not delete any nodes. (See
remark 7.2.1 )
· No impeding predecessors: This criterion demands the parallel independence of rule 8+8
on its predecessor, rule 4+4. From the conflicts matrix shown in Fig. 7.23 we can
observe, that rule 8+8 is parallel independent on rule 4+4 and therefore, this criterion
is fulfilled.
· Enabling predecessors:
· pure: Rule 8+8 is not purely sequential dependent on its predecessor, since the
left-hand side of rule 8+8 cannot be embedded in the right-hand side of rule 4+4.
Next criterion has to be checked, thus.
· direct: The concurrent rule of rules 8+8 and 4+4 is indeed applicable to the graph
G1 , so, the criterion enabling predecessor is fulfilled.
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The satisfaction of all criteria lets us guarantee, that s8 is applicable to G1 .
Rule sequence

Applicable

Applicability Criteria

Non-Applicability Criteria

s1

No

Not Fulfilled

Not Fulfilled

s2

No

-

Fulfilled

s3

No

-

Fulfilled

s4

No

-

Fulfilled

s5

Yes

Not Fulfilled

Not Fulfilled

s6

Yes

Fulfilled

-

s7

Yes

Not Fulfilled

Not Fulfilled

s8

Yes

Fulfilled

-

Table 7.3.: Applicability results on graph G1
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8.1. Basic Shopping
After testing the applicability and non-applicability criteria on the example "Basic Shopping",
the results, listed in table 8.2, have been achieved.
For better illustration, the rule sequences are listed in the following table 8.1.
Name

Rules

s1

CreateCustomer CreateOrder CloseOrder

s2

CreateCustomer CreateOrder OrderItem CloseOrder

s3

CreateCustomer CreateOrder CloseOrder OrderItem

s4

CreateCustomer CloseOrder

s5

CreateOrder CloseOrder

s6

CreateCustomer CloseOrder OrderItem

s7

CreateOrder OrderItem CloseOrder

s8

CreateCustomer CreateOrder OrderItem OrderItem CloseOrder

s9

CreateCustomer CreateOrder OrderItem CreateCustomer
Table 8.1.: Tested rule sequences

Rule sequence

Applicable

Applicability Criteria

Non-Applicability Criteria

s1

Yes

Fulfilled

Not fulfilled

s2

Yes

Not Fulfilled

Not fulfilled

s3

No

Not Fulfilled

Not fulfilled

s4

No

Not Fulfilled

Fulfilled

s5

No

Not Fulfilled

Fulfilled

s6

No

Not Fulfilled

Fulfilled

s7

No

Not Fulfilled

Fulfilled

s8

Yes

Fulfilled

Not fulfilled

s9

Yes

Fulfilled

Not fulfilled

Table 8.2.: Applicability results on graph G0
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The column Applicable lists the results for the applicability of the rule sequence to the start
graph by executing the rule sequences step by step on the start graph. The column Applicability Criteria contains the evaluation of the applicability using the applicability criteria.
Analogously, the last column Non-Applicability Criteria stands for the analysis of the nonapplicability criteria.
In most cases the analysis of the applicability with the criteria has been successful. In such cases
where the applicability criteria have been fulfilled, the rule sequence has been truly applicable
to the given graph. The non-applicability criteria have worked analogously. If one of the nonapplicability criteria was fulfilled, the rule sequence was non-applicable indeed.

Non-detected non-applicable rule sequences
Noteworthy have been cases such as rule sequence s3 , for which both applicability and nonapplicability criteria have failed, and the sequence was not applicable to the given graph. Here
the non-applicability criteria should have been fulfilled.
Since the first rule in the rule sequence is CreateCustomer and this rule is applicable to the
graph G0 , the Initialization error criterion is not fulfilled. The criterion No enabling predecessors forbids all possible sequential dependencies between the rules in the rule sequence.
Each rule in sequence s3 though, holds an enabling predecessor. Therefore this criterion is not
fulfilled. The reason why this sequence is not applicable, is that rule CloseOrder impedes the
execution of rule OrderItem. There is no criterion though, to trap this problem.
We could avoid such a problem if an extra criterion took the order node into account, which
rule OrderItem is working on. In this way it could be detected, that this certain order has been
closed by CloseOrder before. Therefore, the concepts of partial rule dependencies should be
introduced. It has been investigated already in [5]. Then it is possible to specify e.g. that the
order node, which is created by CreateOrder should be closed by CloseOrder.

Non-detected applicable rule sequences
Rule sequence s2 describes the process of ordering an item. First, a customer is created and an
order is placed; then an item is added to the order and finally the order is closed. We expect
therefore, this sequence to be applicable. Based on the analysis with the applicability criteria
however, we could not make any statements about the applicability of s2 to G0 .
Performing the application of the sequence to the graph step by step, we can observe, that s2 is
indeed applicable to G0 . The problem in the analysis of s2 was the fourth criterion. Particularly,
for the rule OrderItem. This rule has neither a pure nor a direct enabling predecessor and it is
not applicable to the given graph. In this case, the applicability of summarized rule sequences,
as in [6], should be introduced. If a rule needs subgraphs from several predecessors and not
only from a single one, then the criteria could be satisfied by a sequence in which exactly these
rules are summarized to a concurrent rule.
Theorem 8.1.1. summarized rule sequences
Given a rule sequence s : r1 r2 . . . rn of n rules and a graph G0 . If the applicability criteria
0 with m < n in which neighbored rules in s can be
are satisfied for rule sequence s0 : r10 r20 . . . rm
summarized by a concurrent rule, then the original rule sequence s is applicable to G0 with
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r

r

n
1
G1 . . . Gn−1 =⇒
Gn with
injective matching i.e. there exists a graph transformation G0 =⇒
injective matching. (See proof in [6])

For rule sequence s2 there exists the concurrent rule rc as shown in Fig. 8.1 of CreateCustomer,
CreateOrder and OrderItem such that rc is applicable to G0 .

Figure 8.1.: Concurrent rule of CreateCustomer, OrderItem and CreateOrder
The applicability criteria for rule sequence s02 : rc CloseOrder are fulfilled, and therefore also
the original rule sequence s2 is applicable to the given graph according to Theorem 8.1.1.
It could also be the case, that in the graph, to which we intend to apply the rule sequence, there
is a customer with an order and an item already at the beginning, as shown in Fig. 8.2.

Figure 8.2.: Graph G1 of "Basic Shopping"

Rule sequence

Graph

Applicable

Applicability Criteria

Non-Applicability Criteria

s3

G1

Yes

Not Fulfilled

Not fulfilled

Table 8.3.: Applicability results of s3 to graph G1
Rule sequence s3 would turn out to be applicable. Applying the two first rules CreateCustomer,
CreateOrder, the graph G01 as shown in Fig. 8.3 is generated. In this new graph, there are two
order nodes, such that CloseOrder can close one of them, while OrderItem is applied to the
other one. Though, the applicability criteria are still not fulfilled. (See Fig. 8.4) This time the
problem resides on the criterion no impeding predecessor. Since rule OrderItem is not parallel
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Figure 8.3.: Graph G01
independent on rule CloseOrder, this criterion is not fulfilled. Therefore, the applicability of
the rule sequence to G1 cannot be ensured.
Improving the no impeding predecessor criterion with means of object flow, we could avoid
this problem. It is necessary to determine which nodes and edges we are working with. So,
we can know e.g that OrderItem and CloseOrder do not hold a produce-forbid-conflict if
OrderItem operates on a different order node as CloseOrder.
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Figure 8.4.: Applicability results for rule sequence s3 to G1
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8.2. Shopping
Following rule sequences, as listed in table 8.4, have been analyzed in the case study Shopping.
Name

Rules

s1

DeleteCustomer CreateCustomer

s2

CreateCustomer DeleteCustomer

s3

DeleteCustomer CloseOrder

s4

DeleteCustomer OrderItem

s5

DeleteCustomer CreateOrder

s6

DeleteCustomer CreateCustomer CreateOrder

s7

CreateCustomer DeleteCustomer CreateOrder OrderItem

s8

CreateCustomer CreateOrder OrderItem DeleteCustomer CloseOrder
Table 8.4.: Tested rule sequences in case study Shopping

The analysis of the first two rule sequences s1 and s2 led to some modifications to the model.
This was the consequence of a node deleting rule in the transformation system due to the applicability analysis with the applicability criteria. After those modifications, s1 , s2 as well as
the remaining rule sequences have been analyzed and the results listed in table 8.5 have been
achieved.
Rule sequence

Expected

Non-Applicability Criteria

Applicability Criteria

s1

Applicable

-

Fulfilled

s2

Applicable

-

Fulfilled

s3

Non-Applicable

Not Fulfilled

-

s4

Non-Applicable

Not Fulfilled

-

s5

Non-Applicable

Fulfilled

-

s6

Applicable

-

Not Fulfilled

s7

Applicable

-

Not Fulfilled

s8

Applicable

-

Not Fulfilled

Table 8.5.: Analysis results for Shopping

Non-Applicability Expected
In some cases, as by sequence s5 , the expected results have been reached. There have been rule
sequences though, whose applicability or non-applicability could not be established based on
the applicability or non-applicability criteria respectively.
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Rule sequences s3 and s4 were expected to come out non-applicable to the graph G0 . Applying
the rules of each sequence step by step, we can observe that both sequences are indeed nonapplicable to the given graph. However, in both cases the non-applicability criteria have not
been fulfilled. These two rule sequences share also the fact, that each rule in each one of the
sequences, is separately applicable to the graph.
The non-applicability of these sequences rests on the rule DeleteCustomer. Although CloseOrder, in sequence s3 , and OrderItem, in s4 , are applicable to G0 , rule DeleteCustomer deletes
in each sequence an existing edge from G0 that these rules need. Like this, rule DeleteCustomer impedes the application of the other rules in the sequence. Since all rules are applicable
to the start graph though, the non-applicability criteria do not hold. The fact, that an impeding
predecessor inhibits the applicability of the sequence, has not been detected. An extra criterion,
which considers the conflicts based on object flow, would help to solve this problem.
Applicability Expected
The applicability of rule sequences s1 and s2 could be guaranteed, as expected, based on the
applicability criteria. However, there have been cases, where the applicability of a sequence to
the given graph could not be detected.
Rule sequence s6 was expected to be applicable to graph G0 . In this case, the criterion no
impeding predecessor was the reason for the unsuccessful analysis based on the applicability
criteria. Rule DeleteCustomer, in this sequence in the first place, deletes an edge that rule
CreateOrder, the last rule in the sequence, needs. Theoretically, DeleteCustomer impedes the
application of CreateOrder and that is the reason why the criteria do not hold.
In rule sequence s6 however, rule CreateCustomer stands between these two rules. Rule
CreateCustomer generates a new customer node and a new isin edge. This way, it creates the
elements that rule CreateOrder demands. Therefore, the application of rule CreateCustomer
enables in this sequence the application of rule CreateOrder.
The applicability analysis for rule sequence s7 and s8 ended unsuccessfully. Although we expected these sequences to be applicable, the applicability criteria were, in both cases, not fulfilled. The parallel dependency of rule CreateOrder on DeleteCustomer in s7 and CloseOrder
on DeleteCustomer in s8 , led to the failure of the no impeding predecessor criterion in each
case.
As in s6 , the application of rule CreateCustomer enables the rule CreateOrder in s7 and
CloseOrder in s8 .
In these three sequences, s6 , s7 and s8 , the applicability criteria seem to be too strong. Although
rule DeleteCustomer impedes the applicablity of rules CreateOrder and CloseOrder, there
is the rule CreateCustomer, that enables them again. The problem is, that the criteria are based
on conflicts on a rule level. The objects, on which we are working, have not been taken into
account.
Each of these sequences can be interpreted otherwise as assumed. Sequence s7 for example,
could try to create the order for the already deleted customer. In this case, the sequence should
obviously be non-applicable. Rule sequence s8 could try to close the order of the deleted customer as well.
It is therefore necessary to determine, which objects in the graph the rules should be applied on.
Once again we see the necessity to improve the no impeding predecessor criterion based on
object flow.
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8.3. Minicomputer
In the case study Minicomputer, the following rule sequences, listed in table 8.6, have been
tested.

Name

Rules

s1

1+1

2+2

s2

2+2

s3

2+2

4+4

s4

2+2

2+2

s5

1+1

1+1

s6

1+1

s7

4+4

1+1

s8

4+4

8+8

8+8

8+8

1+1

Table 8.6.: Tested rule sequences

The applicability and non-applicability analysis have been performed for two different graphs.
The results for graph G0 are summarized in table 8.7.

Rule sequence

Applicable

Applicability Criteria

Non-Applicability Criteria

s1

No

-

Fulfilled

s2

Yes

Fulfilled

-

s3

Yes

Not Fulfilled

Not Fulfilled

s4

No

Not Fulfilled

Not Fulfilled

s5

No

-

Fulfilled

s6

No

-

Fulfilled

s7

No

-

Fulfilled

s8

No

-

Fulfilled

Table 8.7.: Applicability results on graph G0

Table 8.8 shows the results for the applicability and non-applicability analysis for graph G1 .
In this case study, there have also been rule sequences, whose applicability or non-applicability
could not be stated.
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Rule sequence

Applicable

Applicability Criteria

Non-Applicability Criteria

s1

No

Not Fulfilled

Not Fulfilled

s2

No

-

Fulfilled

s3

No

-

Fulfilled

s4

No

-

Fulfilled

s5

Yes

Not Fulfilled

Not Fulfilled

s6

Yes

Fulfilled

-

s7

Yes

Not Fulfilled

Not Fulfilled

s8

Yes

Fulfilled

-

Table 8.8.: Applicability results on graph G1
Non-Applicability Expected
The non-applicability of rule sequence s4 to G0 , could not be detected because of the applicability of each rule in the sequence to the given graph. The application of both rules however, was
not possible due to their parallel dependency. We had already this situation in the case study
Shopping, and as noticed before, a new criterion, which takes the object flow for conflicts into
account could solve this problem.
Rule sequence s1 was also expected to be non-applicable to G1 . Since the first rule of the
sequence is applicable to the graph, the first criterion of the non-applicability criteria is not
fulfilled. Thus, we waited for the criterion no enabling predecessor to fail. Rule 2+2 is
not applicable to the given graph. Criterion no enabling predecessor demands therefore, rule
2+2 to be sequentially independent on its predecessor, rule 1+1. Because of the sequential
dependence of rule 2+2 on rule 1+1 though, the second criterion is not fulfilled either and
the non-applicability is not detected.
Although, rule 1+1 produces a node that rule 2+2 needs for the application, 1+1 does not
enable the application of 2+2 itself. Rule 1+1 generates only a part of the LHS of rule 2+2.
Since the other part of the LHS of the rule is not present in the given Graph G1 , the application
of 2+2 is not possible.
In this case, improving the criterion no enabling predecessors by means of partial rule dependencies, as introduced in [5], could help to avoid this problem. The partial rule dependency
would point out which part of the LHS of a rule ri is produced by a predecessor r j . If the host
graph does not contain the other part of the LHS of ri , r j will not enable the application of ri .

Applicability Expected
The applicability of rule sequences s5 and s7 to G1 was not detected either, because objects were
not being taken into consideration. A potential impeding predecessor has been detected in each
sequence. Improving the criterion no impeding predecessors by means of object flow however,
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8. Validation
we could distinguish real impeding predecessors from just potential ones.
The analysis of the applicability of rule sequence s3 to the graph G0 presented a problem. We
expected this rule sequence to be applicable to the given graph and applying the rules step by
step, we could actually prove the applicability. Based on the applicability criteria however, it
was not possible to detect it.
This time, the problem resided on the direct enabling predecessor criterion. In the case, that a
rule is not applicable to the given graph, this criterion looks for a direct predecessor, such that
an applicable concurrent rule can be built. Rule 8+8 in sequence s3 is not applicable to the
graph G0 . But the concurrent rule of 8+8 and its direct predecessor 4+4 is not applicable to
G0 . The concurrent rule though, of the three rules in the sequence, 2+2, 4+4 and 8+8 is
indeed applicable to the given graph.
So, once again, the concept of the applicability of summarized rule sequences would be helpful. If criterion direct enabling predecessor allowed more than one predecessor to build the
concurrent rule, the applicability of rule sequence s3 would have been detected.
This can become however a borderline solution. In some cases, two or three predecessors could
be sufficient to build the concurrent rule applicable to the given graph. In the worst case though,
we would need to build the concurrent rule of the whole rule sequence.
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9. Conclusion and Outlook
In order to enable the static analysis of the applicability of rule sequences to a given graph,
sufficient applicability and non-applicability criteria have been introduced in [6].
In this thesis, those criteria have been validated using different case studies. The first one,
"Basic Shopping" models a basic procedure of buying items via an order that has been issued
before. It has been extended to the case study "Shopping", where a basic buying procedure is
still modeled but this time with more requirements. The case study "Minicomputer" models a
mathematical system to perform summations in hexadecimal. The applicability of various rule
sequences to given graphs have been checked, achieving different results. The graph transformation tool environment AGG has been used to perform the analysis of the applicability and
non-applicability of rule sequences to different graphs.
In most cases, the criteria yielded the expected outcomes. There were cases though, in which
neither the applicability nor the non-applicability has been detected. Yet, these cases have truly
been either applicable or non-applicable to the given graph.
In the applicable rule sequences, for which the applicability criteria are not fulfilled, the
problem resided on the no impeding predecessor criterion. This problem leads to the
suggestion of an improvement of the criteria with means of object flow. For that, the concepts
of partial rule dependencies should be introduced as it has been investigated already in [5]. If
we can determine the objects which we are working with, it might be possible to distinguish
real produce-forbid-conflicts and delete-use-conflicts from merely potential ones.
The non-applicable rule sequences, for which the non-applicability criteria are not fulfilled
should lead to an improvement of the non-applicability criteria. We have discussed the possibility of an extra criterion, such that object flow can be taken into account. The validation
of the case study "Minicomputer" led to the proposal of an improvement of the criterion no
enabling predecessors with means of partial rule dependencies, as introduced in [5].
The applicability criterion no node deleting could obviously represent a problem in models,
where rules have to delete nodes. In this case, we have observed, that the solution leads back
to the model. In the case studies "Shopping" and "Minicomputer" we have seen, that it is
possible to change the model, such that the requirements can be met as before and the no node
deleting criterion does not spoil the applicability analysis.
Furthermore, it is desirable to evaluate the applicability and non-applicability criteria with more
case studies and rule sequences.
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A. Applicability results of rule sequences in
"Basic Shopping"

Figure A.1.: Applicability results for rule sequence s1 to G0

Figure A.2.: Applicability results for rule sequence s2 to G0
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A. Applicability results of rule sequences in "Basic Shopping"

Figure A.3.: Applicability results for rule sequence s3 to G0

Figure A.4.: Applicability results for rule sequence s4 to G0

Figure A.5.: Applicability results for rule sequence s5 to G0
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Figure A.6.: Applicability results for rule sequence s6 to G0

Figure A.7.: Applicability results for rule sequence s7 to G0

Figure A.8.: Applicability results for rule sequence s8 to G0
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A. Applicability results of rule sequences in "Basic Shopping"

Figure A.9.: Applicability results for rule sequence s9 to G0
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B. Hexadecimal in Minicomputer
To understand the method of operation of the minicomputer, it is necessary to remember some
fundamentals of hexadecimal.
Let us first remember the decimal system. This is the system that we use since our first counting
efforts. Its base is 10 and therefore, it uses ten different symbols, 0 − 9 for the values zero to
nine. Now, hexadecimal is a numeral system as well, with base 16. It uses sixteen different
symbols, 0 − 9 for the values zero to nine and A, B,C, D, E, F for the values ten to fifteen.
Since different numeral systems share several symbols, there are many conventions to exclude
potential ambiguities. A subscript, written in decimal, such as 4516 , is often used in mathematics
to determine the base of the number. Writing the letter "h" at the end of the number, such as
45h, or the symbol "#" at the beginning, such as #45, are often used in other areas. In the case
study Minicomputer, we are working with the subscript convention to depict the numbers.

Figure B.1.: Decimal and hexadecimal number systems vs. Minicomputer
Fig. B.1 shows the comparison of the decimal and hexadecimal systems. Furthermore, it
shows, in the last four columns, the representation of the numbers in the minicomputer. Each
of these columns represents a grid square. A cell with the number 1 means, a piece is placed in
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B. Hexadecimal in Minicomputer
the square represented by the column. The number 0 in a cell means, there is no piece in that
grid square.
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